StopPests in Housing Program
The goal of the StopPests in Housing Program is
to use Integrated Pest Management (IPM) to
address housing conditions that threaten human
health and strengthen affordable housing
communities. IPM is the coordinated use of pest and
environmental information with available pest control
methods to prevent unacceptable levels of pest
infestation by the most economical means and with
the least possible hazard to people, property, and the
environment (EPA, 2000). The StopPests Program is
run by the Northeastern IPM Center at Cornell
University with funding from an interagency
agreement between HUD and USDA.

Trained Properties

StopPests promotes IPM by providing free online resources and IPM consulting to affordable
housing providers. We reach the public through our website, presenting at conferences, running
webinars, social media, and one-on-one coaching.
Participating housing providers pick a pilot property; complete an initial program questionnaire;
work with an StopPests IPM expert to set program goals; and accomplish the goals at the pilot site
with coaching and resources from StopPests. After implementing IPM, housing providers report
• Increased communication and cooperation among staff, contractors, and residents;
• Reduced pesticide applications; and
• Fewer pests.

Accomplishments: 2007-Present
• Networked affordable housing providers
with IPM and healthy housing
professionals from government,
industry, and universities
• Worked with 34 public housing
authorities on their IPM programs
• Presented the IPM in Multifamily
Housing Training to 832 trainees
• Presented on IPM at 24 housing and
pest management conferences
• Developed many resources specifically
for the housing audience

Resources for Affordable Housing
• Recorded webinars
• Case studies of IPM in housing
• IPM in Multifamily Housing Training
curriculum
• The Tenant’s Role in IPM video
• IPM: A Guide for Affordable Housing
• Template IPM Plan for Bed Bugs
• Sample newsletter articles (available
through the blog)
• Model policy and contract language
• Direct access to IPM experts

	
  

Since 2007, the StopPests in Housing Program has maintained StopPests.org,
presented at 34 professional meetings and conferences, recorded two webinars, run
the IPM in Multifamily Housing Training 36 times, and worked with 34 committed
public housing authorities on their efforts to implement IPM. In 2012, a new
statement of work expanded the StopPests Program to include all HUD-subsidized
affordable housing. We welcome any new connections and the opportunity to help
affordable housing providers StopPests in Housing!

StopPests Offerings
•

•
•
•

Networked resources at StopPests.org and social media sites
o Relevant news and new resources
o Current funding and training opportunities
o Free webinars and recordings on technical pest management topics
Conference presentations
Copies of the IPM Guide, resident training DVDs, and sample IPM starter kits
IPM implementation consultation and training for committed pilot sites
(see below)

Consultation & Training Process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Obtain buy-in from housing management
Pick a pilot site (~100 units and an enthusiastic property manager)
Name an IPM Coordinator
Management and the IPM Coordinator sign a commitment
Relevant staff members complete a questionnaire about pest management at
the pilot site
6. StopPests consultant makes suggestions for implementation
7. IPM Coordinator, StopPests consultant, and other parties set IPM goals and
timelines
8. Pilot site develops capacity to implement training recommendations
9. StopPests runs an on-site training at the pilot site
(www.stoppests.org/ipm-training/the-training-day)
10. The IPM Coordinator makes sure the housing community continues to work on
IPM goals
11. The IPM Coordinator stays informed of continuing education opportunities
through www.StopPests.org training opportunities page
12. Communicates success stories to other housing providers

Contact us today to StopPests in Housing!
stoppests@cornell.edu
607-220-6417
	
  

For All
Housing communities, pest management professionals, government officials, universitybased programs, cooperative extension, and non-profits with initiatives related to
asthma, healthy housing, or pest management
•
•
•
•
•

IPM in Multifamily Housing Training Presentations
www.stoppests.org/ipm-training/training-materials
IPM: A Guide for Affordable Housing
www.stoppests.org/guide
Case studies of IPM in affordable housing
www.stoppests.org/success-stories/case-studies
Pest solutions pages with pest-specific networked resources
www.stoppests.org/pest-solutions
Frequently asked questions
www.stoppests.org/frequently-asked-questions

For Management
•
•
•
•
•

Sample language
www.stoppests.org/what-is-ipm/using-ipm/#policy
Recommendations for hiring a professional
www.stoppests.org/what-is-ipm/using-ipm/#hiring
Funding opportunities
www.stoppests.org/what-is-ipm/funding-sources
Training opportunities
www.stoppests.org/ipm-training/training-opportunities
Recorded webinar on IPM for affordable housing
www.stoppests.org/ipm-training/training-opportunities/stoppests-webinars

For Maintenance
•
•

Recorded webinar on taking bed bug control in-house
www.stoppests.org/ipm-training/training-opportunities/stoppests-webinars
IPM recommendations for construction, pest-proofing, and renovation
www.stoppests.org/what-is-ipm/using-ipm/#maintenance

For Resident Support/Residents
•

•
•

How to do IPM in the home of someone with hoarding
www.stoppests.org/working-with-residents/help-with-housekeeping/
strategies-to-help-residents-with-housekeeping
The Tenants’ Role in IPM DVD
www.stoppests.org/working-with-residents/residents-briefing-video
Sample newsletter articles
www.stoppests.typepad.com/ipminmultifamilyhousing/newsletter-article

Template Bed Bug Plan
Last Updated: INSERT DATE
Our property is committed to managing pests using integrated pest management (IPM).
IPM includes early detection of new infestations through regular inspection and
monitoring, preventing pests by exclusion, design, and good sanitation, and taking
appropriate control actions when necessary. Control actions may include cleaning and
removing pests with a vacuum or trap. IPM principles are implemented by the most
economical means and with the least possible hazard to people, property, and the
environment.
To successfully eradicate bed bugs, we need to work together. We understand the
following about property-wide bed bug control:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Although bed bugs are not known to transmit blood-borne diseases, they stress
people and can cause skin infections and allergic reactions. The Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) classify bed bugs as a pest of public health significance.
There should be no shame associated with having bed bugs in an apartment.
Although clutter makes it more difficult to eradicate bed bugs, cleanliness cannot
prevent the problem from occurring. Once an infestation has been identified, we
will take steps to eliminate it and prevent it from spreading.
Early detection and intervention is the goal of the IPM program. To reach this
goal, we will inspect entire buildings with known infestations and monitor for
pests in all rooms every six months. In buildings without infestations we will
inspect and check/replace monitor devices once a year. This process will involve
asking residents and staff questions, visually inspecting, placing monitors, and
possibly using bed bug-detecting canines.
Effective treatment requires the cooperation of residents, property staff, and the
pest management professional (PMP). We will work with a PMP to offer a
minimal prep approach to bed bugs. If tenants cannot prepare for treatment, we
may need to reach out to family or local support groups.
Many people don’t understand what must be done to eradicate bed bugs. If you
feel that a resident, contractor, or property manager isn’t handling the situation
properly, suggest that they read through this document and view the suggested
resources.
Management will make the following available for residents:
o ClimbUp Insect Interceptors (or other monitoring devices with research
proving that they work)
o Rip resistant mattress and box spring encasements
o Plastic bags for furniture removal

The template for this document was developed by The Northeastern IPM Center. Any nonobjective or partial use of this plan is not
recommended. Products, vendors or commercial services mentioned are not meant to be endorsements.
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For bed bugs, we will follow the IPM plan detailed below.

PREVENTION
•

Internal outreach efforts: We educate our housing community about bed bugs.
To ensure material is science-based and correct, management consults with bed
bug expert INSERT ENTOMOLOGIST NAME. Information includes pictures
of bed bugs, where they like to hide, how to avoid bringing bed bugs home, and
what residents should do if they find a bed bug. The following are used to deliver
the information:
o Articles in the newsletter
o A video and information on IPM shared during move-in and at annual re-sign
o Flyers delivered to residents
o Posters in common areas including laundry rooms
o Training sessions conducted by INSERT TRAINER OR COMPANY
NAME for staff and residents.

•

External outreach efforts: An infestation of bed bugs can begin from any
number of sources. In multifamily housing, common sources may include:
o used furniture,
o friends and family who are visiting or hosting residents; and
o visiting professionals, such as cleaning contractors and home health aides.
To reach these various sources of bed bugs, we educate people in our community
associated with these sources on how to avoid spreading bed bugs. The following
are used to deliver the information:
o Flyers delivered to agencies, residents, and visitors
o Posters in common areas where visitors travel
o Training sessions conducted by INSERT TRAINER OR COMPANY
NAME for staff and residents to which professionals outside the property are
invited
o Local mass media

•

Unit turnover and move-in procedures: Staff and contractors working in vacant
units inspect for bed bugs on items left by the former resident, around the unit,
and behind fixtures, such as baseboards. Admission staff asks new residents about
any previous exposure to bed bugs and provides information on how to limit the
chance of bringing bed bugs to the property. Housing is not to be denied because
of previous bed bug exposure, but management works with the resident and a
PMP to ensure belongings are moved into the new home without bed bugs. Bed
bug monitors are offered to the resident at move-in. An inspection is scheduled
within 90 days of move-in to inspect housekeeping and pest monitors.
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•

•

•

Disposing of large items: Only items specified by the PMP servicing the unit
should be discarded. In most cases, disposal of furniture is NOT
recommended. Residents should wrap infested items in plastic before moving
them out of the unit and should destroy the items once they are outside, to prevent
others from retrieving infested items and bringing them home. Plastic wrapping
material is available from the main office. Any large item left outside for trash
pick up is considered infested and will be promptly removed from the property.
Property staff will destroy; items on the curb using a utility knife or other means.
Reducing the likelihood of bed bugs in common areas: It is difficult (but not
impossible) for bed bugs to climb smooth surfaces like plastic and metal.
Furniture in common areas, including seats used by residents in the main office,
are made of plastic or metal to reduce the likelihood that the furniture will hide
bed bugs. Monitors are installed where possible and checked during routine pest
inspections. Numerous plastic storage containers are present in common areas.
Each resident is to place his or her personal belongings, such as a coat and bag,
into an individual storage container during meetings. Remember that everyone is
at risk for getting bed bugs.
Preventing spread by property staff: When possible, staff meets with residents
in common areas where plastic or metal furniture is available. If office staff must
meet with a resident in a unit, staff brings only essential items into the unit and
will not sit on, or set items on, upholstered furniture. If maintenance staff must
move infested items in a unit, they may wear booties and a disposable suit. They
should remove and dispose of the protective clothing immediately upon
completing work in the unit.

EARLY DETECTION
•

•

•

•

Reporting bed bug evidence: Residents, staff, and contractors must immediately
report any bed bugs or evidence of bed bugs anywhere on the property to
INSERT WORK ORDER NUMBER OR OTHER SITE-SPECIFIC
CONTACT.
Bed bug inspections: Common areas such as laundry facilities, lobbies and
community rooms are visually inspected by INSERT PEST CONTROL
COMPANY NAME as part of the regular service. The PMP visually inspects
bedrooms as part of the INSERT FREQUENCY OF SERVICE routine service.
INSERT FREQUENCY OF CANINE USE, bed bug-detecting canines are used
to inspect each unit. At a minimum, a PMP or qualified property staff member
will inspect each unit and check the monitoring devices installed.
Bed bug monitoring: ClimbUp Insect Interceptors are placed under each leg of
beds and upholstered furniture. They capture bed bugs trying to get to or from the
item. If no bed frame is present, simply place the monitors on the floor near the
bed. Residents may obtain ClimbUp Insect Interceptors from the office.
Making inspection easier by using mattress/box spring encasements: A snug
fitting fabric mattress encasement on both the mattress and box spring protects the
mattress and keeps bed bugs out of the interior of box springs (which is very hard
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•

to inspect and treat). Residents may obtain encasements at the main office. If the
resident has a bed frame, he or she should pad sharp edges that might tear the
encasement. Once installed on the mattress, residents should use duct tape to tape
over the zipper pull to ensure that it remains fully closed. Beds must be “made
into islands” to the extent that the room and furniture permit: keep the area under
the bed free of clutter and pull the bed or mattress at least 10 inches away from all
walls and bedside furniture. Bed skirts are discouraged. Although not required,
light-colored bedding will make inspection easier.
Encouraging compliance with reporting pests: A bed bug infestation can be
stopped quickly and with minimal burden if all members of the IPM team
(housing, residents and the PMPs) are involved early in the infestation. To
promote resident compliance with inspecting units and reporting infestations, we
will not charge a resident for pest control or ask him/her to discard belongings
unless it is absolutely necessary for effective treatment. If a resident does not
comply with the PMP’s preparation instructions resulting in the PMP not being
able to treat the unit, a service charge of $ INSERT CHARGE is billed to the
head of household.

DOCUMENTATION
•

Identifying trends: To better track the spread of bed bugs throughout our
community, plan bed bug treatments, and gauge the success of our bed bug
management program, bed-bug-specific records will include inspection findings,
education efforts, and treatment details. The records are kept in the work order
system and analyzed by the property manager at least two times a year to identify
building-specific patterns of infestation. The work order system should include
information from the PMP’s service report, which includes the following for each
unit:
1. Unit access
2. Pest type(s)
3. Degree of infestation(s)
4. Housekeeping
5. Compliance with preparation instructions
6. Control measures taken
7. Time in and time out

TREATMENT
•

•

Confirming infestation: Before any treatment is scheduled, live bed bugs must
be found and identified by trained staff or a PMP. Many pests can be mistaken for
bed bugs.
Involving a qualified PMP: Once an infestation is confirmed, the PMP is called
to inspect and possibly treat the infested unit and all adjacent units within one
week. Property staff works with both the PMP, resident and the resident’s family
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•

or support service provider to ensure that everyone involved understands the
preparation instructions (if any), any of the resident’s medical issues that may
impact the treatment plan and how to prevent future infestations. All expenses for
the PMP’s work is paid for by management unless a charge is incurred because
the PMP was unable to service the unit due to resident refusal of service or failure
to follow preparation instructions.
Planning the treatment: After inspecting the infested unit and (when an active
infestation is found) all adjacent units, the PMP proposes a treatment plan,
including pesticide product choice (if needed) to the property manager for
approval. Treatment plans are approved after considering the burden on the
resident, cost of service, and risk to people, property, and the environment.
Bed bug treatments: A bed bug treatment always requires at least two visits: the
first is to inspect, plan treatment, and possibly do some treatment; the second is to
follow up, kill emerged nymphs, or confirm bed bug control. More often,
treatment requires three or more visits and may take months. The less team
members cooperate, the longer the treatment will take. Control is defined as
seeing no live bed bugs and the resident not reporting any new bites or sightings.
Elimination is considered to be a 45-day period of control.
Discouraging use of store-bought pesticides: Over-the-counter sprays and
foggers are NOT effective for bed bug control. A licensed PMP applies all
pesticides targeting bed bugs.
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CAN GET THEM

ANYONE

IT’S NOT YOUR FAULT.

DON’TBE

ASHAMED

IT’S TOTALLY NORMAL
FOR IT TO TAKE A WHILE
TO GET RID OF THEM

DON’T

GIVE
UP

IT’S NOT

YOUR FAULT.

TELL SOMEONE.

ASK FOR

HELP.

LET YOUR LANDLORD KNOW
. IT’S NOT YOUR FAULT.

RIGHT
AWAY
YOUR LANDLORD HAS A RESPONSIBILITY TO HELP YOU.
KEEP WITH IT.

YOU CAN DO IT.

KEEP REPORTING

IT TO YOUR LANDLORD, IF THE BED BUGS DON’T GO AWAY AFTER THE

WARNING SIGNS:
TINY BLOOD SPOTS ON YOUR SHEETS. YOU
CAN’T RELY ON BITES TO TELL IF YOU HAVE
BED BUGS. UP TO 70% OF PEOPLE DO NOT REACT TO BITES.
SPRAY. LOOK FOR EARLY

BED BUGS WILL NOT GO AWAY ON THEIR OWN.

BEGIN

TO TAKE
THE SOONER YOU
STEPS TO GET RID OF THEM, THE less time it will
take for you to be

BED BUG FREE.

Pest Monitoring Pays Big Dividends at
McMinnville Housing Authority
Over the years, cockroaches became a serious problem at McMinnville Housing
Authority (MHA). The Pest Management Professional (PMP) made monthly visits and
used a variety of control methods, but infestations persisted. Residents complained
and took pest control into their own hands, maintenance personnel found
cockroaches in smoke detectors, and employees feared carrying pests home. The
staff understandably worried about the potential of lower REAC scores. To solve
these problems, MHA looked to Integrated Pest Management (IPM). An IPM program
consists of a series of steps to prevent and control pest infestations. The steps
include monitoring pest populations to provide a continuous evaluation of the
program’s effectiveness.
In the fall of 2011, trainers from the Northeastern IPM Center conducted IPM training
for staff and residents. Once everyone understood the biology and behavior of
cockroaches and the other pests in the area, they could see how IPM would work.
They made a plan to turn units into pest-proof boxes to prevent pest entry. Then,
the only pest entry would be hitchhiking on residents’ possessions. Move-in
procedures and resident education about prevention and inspection lessened the
chances of pests entering undetected.

Ready for a Clean Sweep
MHA is in McMinnville, Tennessee and has 424 units. The staff chose the 80-unit
West Riverside Housing Development as the pilot site. Built in the 1963, West
Riverside has mostly duplexes. At the start of the IPM program the site was
undergoing major renovations. MHA relocated residents during construction.
Construction crews removed interior walls and cabinets, exposing many areas where
cockroaches had been hiding. Where inspection of exposed areas found no
cockroaches, frass (droppings) indicated their presence. MHA saw renovation as an
opportunity to clean up the homes and pest-proof them against future infestations.

Success by Design
The West Riverside layout enhanced pest control success. The units are separate
from one another. Each building is a duplex, offering the ability to have pest-proof
compartments by focusing on pest-proofing ducts and other connections between the
two homes. Once the structures were pest-proof, the only way for German
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Cockroaches (the main pest of MHA) to get in was by hitchhiking on residents’
belongings.
Patricia Basham, Executive Director of the MHA, was aware of IPM and wanted to
learn if it would help improve pest control. With renovations under way, she seized
the opportunity to pest proof her units and start a pest management program that
would keep them pest-free.
Basham knew there was more to pest control than calling the PMP; that it was
important to have everyone living and working at MHA functioning as a pest control
team. The renovation contractors were pest proofing homes, but it was up to the
residents to keep the pests away. The lease mentioned housekeeping, but many
residents never learned how to maintain a clean home or help solve pest problems.
Basham modified lease to include IPM and the residents’ role in IPM. She also started
resident training to spread the IPM message and to change residents’ routines so
that homes were not pest-friendly.

Work Order Makeover
In addition to renovating, MHA was upgrading its electronic work order system.
Rather than keeping everything in her head, Basham wanted to track the IPM
program’s progress through this new system. She enlisted the help of Todd
Robinson, the West Riverside Maintenance Supervisor. Robinson and his crew work
in units every day and know the residents and the pest pressures at the site. These
employees could make repairs and the recommendations needed to make homes
attractive for people but unattractive to pests. At the beginning of the IPM program,
Robinson helped develop a maintenance check sheet to coordinate maintenance and
pest management issues.

The Plan
Sealing units helped not only with weatherization but assisted in pest exclusion and
the elimination of areas where pests could hide. As part of the renovation, crews
removed much of the cockroach frass. In addition, the PMP used bait and other
least-risk methods to eliminate cockroaches if crews found them. Robinson and his
crew learned the dos and don’ts from the IPM training and Stoppests.org. “[As part
of the training] we went into our public housing units, some undergoing major
renovations, and learned the signs of current and/or previous infestations,” said
Basham.
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MHA added IPM housekeeping expectations and non-compliance ramifications to the
lease. IPM training is now part of new resident orientation. Existing residents receive
training run my MHA personnel using the resident training video available at
Stoppests.org. Now residents know what to look
for, what to report, and how their actions affect
pest control. “We strengthened our policies and
procedures and continue to train residents in the
ways they can prevent and control pests in their
units,” said Basham. Although residents are on
the front line, maintenance and management staff
also find problems.

Monitoring is Key

Residents receive pest
control and cleaning supplies
as part of their training.

In an IPM program, monitoring devices capture
pests and provide the data for determining where
pests are active. Visual inspections done during the day may miss beginning
infestations since the pests are mostly active at night. Monitoring seems like extra
work, but it pays dividends. According to Basham, “We immediately ordered the
cockroach monitors and placed them in our units.” With the monitoring records in
hand, MHA manages pests property-wide and has the documentation to prove it.
Monitoring was something new for MHA and proved its worth. Robinson and Basham
developed a customized pest control log for their operation, “We modified our
inspection sheet so it would fit our unique situation,” said Basham. To coordinate
maintenance and pest issues, the check sheet includes pest control parameters
anyone can discern and the monitoring results. It is part of routine maintenance
inspections and part of the turnover procedures. By maintaining monitoring records,
MHA personnel know where pests are under control and can focus time and the
PMP’s efforts in areas where infestations have begun. Small infestations are easier to
eliminate than infestations that have grown and spread. Monitoring increases the
efficacy and efficiency of a pest management program.

Coordinate the Team
As with any new technique, synergizing management, resident, maintenance, and
PMP roles presented a challenge. The IPM team had the tasks of educating everyone
on the site, monitoring and inspecting in each unit, and eliminating pest problems.
Combining and refocusing some jobs accomplished more without adding work. Staff
continued performing their routine tasks but with added awareness of their impact
on pest control.
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Before IPM, the PMP spread his time among all units. He performed some monitoring
and applied pesticides on a routine basis. The PMP relied on pesticides to keep
infestations down until his next visit, “because pest control was viewed as a service,
not a way of life for everyone at MHA,” according to Basham, “The drastic change
came when the responsibility for monitoring was shifted to residents and
maintenance.” Now every unit has monitors, one behind the refrigerator in the
kitchen and another behind the toilet in the bathroom. Maintenance staff checks the
monitors and records the results each time they go into a unit. With good
recordkeeping, MHA learns where infestations are, then directs the PMP’s limited
time to eliminating infestations.

Monitors: in kitchen behind refrigerator and in bath behind toilet.

Through the work order system, residents and maintenance assist the PMP by
supplying information on pest activity. Maintenance personnel always accompany the
PMP when he visits units. Even before IPM, maintenance staff members visited each
unit bimonthly to replace furnace filters. While there, it takes only a few extra
minutes to check monitors and record the findings. On alternate months,
management inspects residences. During these inspections they now check monitors
and any maintenance items with potential pest control consequences. Someone from
MHA, therefore, is in every unit each month checking monitors with very little
addition to their workload. The PMP’s time is reserved for actual control measures
and advising MHA managers on how to improve their program. Compiling site-wide
monitoring data helps the PMP and management identify areas for improvement and
further refine the IPM program.
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Good Cockroach Control
When MHA decided to transition to IPM, the units had been vacant between three
and six months and pest activity was low. Without IPM, Basham expected most of
the units would be re-infested with cockroaches after residents returned. Since the
implementation of IPM, monitoring has detected cockroaches in only four units. In all
cases, residents were recent arrivals. Most likely, they brought cockroaches with
them from an infested location. Early detection allowed for quick control. Improved
control paid dividends in other ways. According to Basham, “The REAC inspector did
not find a single cockroach during our recent REAC inspections.”
Although MHA implemented IPM because of cockroaches, they knew of other
potential pests, including rodents and bud bugs. Through IPM training, staff
members and residents learned about other pests and about how to manage them.
Monitoring and good communication set MHA up for success with bed bugs. Since the
training, there have been only two occurrences of bed bugs. Residents reported them
and the PMP responded immediately, before the infestation could spread. A new bed
bug policy is now in place helping ensure future success. Maintenance efforts and
housekeeping help manage not only cockroaches but also rodents and ants. A well
run IPM program never is limited to a single kind of pest.
Basham sums up her IPM experience this way, “The Northeastern IPM Center has
helped us every step of the way, providing names of suppliers, language for policies
and anything else we needed. I do hope that HUD continues and even expands this
program. Every PHA needs the opportunity to receive this training.”
To Replicate MHA’s Results:
1. Train staff and residents on pests and IPM.
2. Set up an electronic system for recording monitoring results and pest
management efforts.
3. Install monitoring devices in every home (ask your PMP for monitoring
options for pests in your area).
4. Assign the monitor checking and recording results role to the staff that enter
units on a routine basis.
5. Take action based on monitoring results.
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Integrated Pest Management (IPM) is an effective and environmentally
sensitive approach to pest management that relies on a combination of
common-sense practices. IPM programs use current, comprehensive
information on the life cycles of pests and their interaction with the
environment. This information, in combination with available pest
control methods, is used to manage pest damage by the most
economical means, and with the least possible hazard to people,
property, and the environment. (EPA)
For more information and resources visit; www.stoppests.org
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